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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Dr. Linda Gummlich, Editor, BMC Cancer,

Thank you for considering our manuscript. We appreciate the thoughtful reviewer comments and have addressed comments raised by both reviewers. A point-by-point response is provided below and an updated manuscript (marked with track changes) has been uploaded.

Sincerely,

Laura Anderson, PhD
Reviewer reports:

Dominique Michaud (Reviewer 1): Table S1 needs to be modified to reflect changes made to Table 4 (i.e., combining "never" category with "a few times per month") as the estimates in this table are even more unstable.

RESPONSE: As suggested, we have now modified Table S1 to reflect the changes made to Table 4 (Page 28).

Verena Katzke (Reviewer 2): Dear authors, thank you very much for responding to all my comments raised. I specifically appreciate the flow chart and the details on trajectory modelling. Thank you so much. I have no further comments.

RESPONSE: Thank you.